Introduction to Zhengzhou No.9 Senior High School

1. School Name:
   Zhengzhou No. 9 Senior High School
2. Student Age:
   16-19
3. School Symbol:
4. Address:
21 Nongye Road, Zhengzhou, Henan Province, China
Tel: 0371-63932299, 63912299
0371-63944853
0371-63925511
Website: www.zzn9.com.cn

5. Brief Introduction:
Zhengzhou No.9 Senior High School, lying to the south of the Yellow River, is located in Zhengzhou City, the capital of Henan Province, which is the origin of Zhong Yuan Culture. Zhengzhou No.9 Senior High School, which was founded in 1953, covers an area of 100,000 square meters, awarded the title of Henan Model Senior High School and The Civilized Model School of Zhengzhou.
Zhengzhou No.9 Senior High School has an abundance of resources and facilities. It has a beautiful campus with a teaching building occupying an area of 11,000 square meters, a well-equipped laboratory building for physics, chemistry and biology, a fully functional gymnasium and an auditorium, standard sports field and athletics track, two standard dormitory buildings and a library with advanced equipment. All of these facilities provide perfect teaching and studying conditions for the teachers and students.
Currently, the school has 36 classes of students. The total number of the students is about 1,800. The school has a stuff of 166 full-time teachers, all of whom have a Bachelor's Degree or above. Of all the current teachers, there is a doctor, 29 masters, 5 teachers with top honors, 59 head teachers, 2 state-level teachers and other 36 teachers with different provincial honors.
Zhengzhou No.9 High School has not only maintained a high qualification rate and college entrance rate, but also won numerous outstanding prizes in national competitions. Teaching and educational research have made outstanding achievements. The school has trained a large number of national talents. There are more than 130 students received first prize in the Olympic competition at the provincial level and national-level awards.

6. The spirit of No. 9 Senior High School

Be Absorbed in Everything We Do.

7. The motto of No. 9 Senior High School

With the Greatest Virtues, Cultivate Ourselves, Cultivate Talents.

8. Student organizations

Besides the core curriculum, Zhengzhou No.9 Senior High School has developed various student organizations such as Principal Assistant Association, Psychological Support Club, Basketball Club, Cartoon Club, Drama Club, Chinese Chess Club, Street Dancing Club, Table Tennis Club, Photography Club, Spoken English Club, Chinese Literature Club, Aerobics Club, Social Volunteer and Charity Association, Chinese Calligraphy Club, Student Radio Station, Student Reporter Association and Chinese Ancient Literature Club, Magic Club, Taekwondo Club, SG Music Club and so on.
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9. Cultural life of the teachers and students
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10. Completed infrastructure and supporting facilities
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11. Friendly Exchanges, Open Communication
Zhengzhou No.9 Senior High school was designed as International Opening School as early as 1974. At present, International Education Center has China–Canada Class and Cambridge International A-Level Courses Class. In 2004, Cambridge International Examination Center in Britain certified No.9 Senior High School as Zhengzhou Cambridge International Education Center. The School also signed cooperative education agreements with Biddenham International School and Specialist Sports College in England.

In March 2011, delegation of Canadian Education Bureau visited our school.
In February 2011, Principal Tian visited USA and signed the agreement for Sino-US High School Education Cooperation Program with Elite Preparatory Academy.

In February 2011, Principal Tian visited Canada and was interviewed by local media.
In February 2011, Principal Tian visited Canada and signed Sister-School Agreement with BCI.

In December 2010, the Chinese Bridge-American primary and secondary school principals visited the school.
In July 2010, the Chinese Bridge-Summer Camp for American High School Students visited the school.

In June 2010, the school successfully held American NSLI-Y program.
In May 2010, Principal Tian exchanges memorandum with UK School’s representative

In May 2010, The school leaders show the official of UK Education Department around the school
In October 2009, Dr. Gan (Anthony J. Kane), who is from America Councils for International Education visited the school.

In November 2007, the officials from Singapore Ministry of Education visited the School
In 2003, Asia Delegation from Cambridge International Examination Center visited the School.

In May 2000, President of Edenz College in New Zealand visited the school.

12. Conclusion:
There is no bound to practitioners as the world of education is so vast. All the staff of Zhengzhou No. 9 Senior High School are questing with full enthusiasm and pioneering spirit, aiming at a high-quality, modernized, distinctive and prestigious city center school. Though the road might be arduous and endless, we are always on the way…